TOP 20 things you should do before you leave Cazenovia College:

1. Make great memories
2. Visit Critz Farms
3. Visit Lorenzo Historic Site
4. Pick-up sports game
5. Lie out on the Quad
6. Jump in the lake
7. Visit Stone Quarry Hill Art Park
8. Trip to Chittenango Falls
9. Cup o’ Joe from Pewter Spoon, Dave’s Diner or Latte Da!
10. Breakfast at Dave’s Diner
11. Slice from Caz Pizza
12. Late Night Breakfast
13. Order off the Late Night Menu
14. Softball faculty/staff game
15. Last workout at the Fitness Center
16. BINGO
17. Omelet breakfast
18. Wine tasting
19. Visit Armory Square
20. Photo with Cooper

Once you accomplish a bucket list item, post the photo using: #WildcatsGrad15. The person to check off all items or the most from the list WINS!